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Hybrid insulators consist of a 
high strength ceramic core with a 
polymeric housing. The best features 
of ceramic and polymeric insulators 
are combined, resulting in high 
mechanical strength and excellent 
electrical behavior under polluted 
conditions. For extremely polluted 
environments a protected creepage 
design is available which provides 
outstanding electrical performance 
using an economical solution.

Composite insulators are based on 
our 40 years experience in the field 
of crosslinked polymers for medium 
and high voltage applications. They 
consist of a polymeric housing over 
a pultruded fiberglass rod to which 
galvanized steel or aluminum end 
fittings are attached. By molding 
directly over the end fitting, or by 
using a track resistant poly urethane, 
moisture ingress to the fiberglass 
rod is pre vented. Housing materials 
in either ethylene vinyl acetate or 
silicone are available depending on 
customer preference.

Modular lightweight insulators con
sist of a solid polymeric core with a  
polymeric housing. Stainless steel 
threads can be threaded directly 
into the polymeric core without 
the use of bulky metal fittings. 
These insulators are ideal for use 
in outdoor equipment and can be 
designed according to specific cus
tomer requirements.

TE Connectivity Energy covers a wide range of polymeric, hybrid and  porcelain insulators. For 
decades all these products have demonstrated reliable performance in various types of applications 
all over the world.

Porcelain insulators are the tradi
tio nal choice for distribution line, 
busbar and apparatus insulation. 
Manufactured from high quality 
nonporous electrical porcelain, they 
provide a long life and cost effective 
solution for the majority of applica
tions. 

Insulators
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Composite insulators

Composite insulators are available for applications 
up to system voltages of 52 kV. They provide 
a reliable solution for power utilities and railway 
com panies with installations in severely polluted 
environments all over the world. The core of a 
composite insulator is  a pultruded fiber glass rod 
which provides a high mechanical strength.  
In a direct injection molding process a nontracking, 
erosion and UV resistant polymeric housing is 
molded directly onto the fiberglass rod. A corrosion 
resistant metal end fitting is crimped onto each end 
of the rod to provide a high mecha nical strength. 
A new developed crimping control technology 
monitors the assembly process of the metal fittings 
and ensures that crimping forces cause no damage 
to the fiberglass rod while achieving a crimp that 
will withstand the highest possible mechanical 
loads. Sealed with a tracking and erosion resistant 
polyurethane barrier, the core is protected from 
deterioration due to moisture ingress. 

Composite insulators are available as tension 
(suspension), line post and station post insulators.  
For railway applications, tension and strut 
compo site insulators are available in a large variety 
of configurations. 

The maintenance free characteristics of our EVA 
material have been demon   strated during service 
experience of more than 40 years. 

High strength pultruded 

fibre glass rod

Corrosion resistant

crimped end fittings

Field proven

interfacial sealing

Non tracking, UV resistant

EVA housing

Composite tension insulators

Composite post insulators on an  
overhead line switch
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A modular lightweight insulator is an alternative 
form of composite insulator. It comprises a solid 
polymer core covered by elastomeric shedded  
insu lation. A nontracking, erosion and UV resis
tant housing is bonded to the polymer core 
to form an excellent environmental seal. The 
mechanical connection is achieved by stain less  
steel studs which are threaded directly into the 
polymer core. 

The modular lightweight insulator can be used as 
a support in applications such as outdoor cable 
terminations, busbar supports on trains and OEM 
applications like disconnectors and fuseholders. 
Due to the modular construction of the insulator 
virtually any customer required design can be 
manufactured. It therefore provides a flexible 
solution for a multitude of applications.

Solid polymer core

Proven interfacial  
seal system

Stainless steel
end caps

Non tracking, UV resistant
EVA housing

Modular lightweight insulators  as stand-off 
insulators for  MV terminations

Modular lightweight insulators in combination 
with Raychem surge arresters in overhead line 
fuseholders
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Hybrid insulators
Hybrid insulators combine the best  features of 
ceramics and polymers.  
A ceramic core provides high mech anical strength 
and rigidity while a hydrophobic polymeric 
housing offers considerable weight reduction 
and superior electrical performance. Available 
products include line post insulators for system 
voltages up to 25 kV, station post insulators for 
sys tem voltages up to 115 kV and railway  
catenary insulators for 15/25 kV lines.

Designed especially for highly polluted areas, 
an insulator with a highly pro tected creepage 
polymeric housing has been developed. Its 
protected creepage design prevents both the 
deposition of contaminants and the complete 
wetting of the surface. Reduced leakage 
currents lead to a reduced flashover probability 
and therefore to significant energy savings. 
Compared to an equivalent porcelain insulator 
the hybrid insulator has a reduced weight and is 
less prone to vandalism. 

The high strength porcelain core and the 
cemented end fittings have the mechanical 
strength and reliability of an equivalent porcelain 
insulator.  
Hybrid insulators combine the ceramic 
technology experience of Dulmison, Morlynn and 
Zibo over 80 years with Raychem’s 30 years of 
experience in polymeric outdoor materials.  
Field experience in some of the worlds 
most severely polluted environments have 
demonstrated the excellent performance of this 
type of insulator. 

Working conditions of Raybowl insulatorsRaybowl insulators installed in a high 
polluted area in Latin America.

High strength 
porcelain core

Protected creepage
silicone housing

Corrosion resistant
galvanised steel 

end fitting
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Porcelain insulators
TE Energy offers a comprehensive range of cost effective porcelain solutions for the electricity supply and rail 
industries. Experience in the design and manufacture of porcelain insulators exceeds 90 years.  

The manufacturing processes employ some of the most advanced techno logies in the field of ceramic insulator 
production. A commitment to quality is evidenced by independent certification of quality systems complying with  
international standards. This is further reinforced by our accredited testing laboratories which are capable of con-
ducting a wide range of design and development tests along with type, sample and routine testing to recognized 
international and national standards.

Insulators are made from high quality non porous electrical porcelain and galvanized ferrous (or non-ferrous) end 
fittings which provide long life and reliable performance over a wide range of environmental conditions. They are 
made to a number of international standards including ANSI, IEC, BS, AS and GB.

Line post insulators Station post insulators Disc and line post insulators used 
on overhead lines

Tension and strut insulators in railway linesSpool, strain, pin and disk insulators
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Mold in place (MIP) components
TE Energy offers OEM customers all the 
benefits of composite insulators through 
Mold in Place (MIP) components which 
consist of a fiberglass rod and a molded 
polymeric housing. Mold in Place 
components are available for various 
dia meters of fiberglass rod depending 
on the mechanical requirement of the 
final product. They can be used for 
insulators or insulating systems up to 
system voltages of 52 kV. 

Heatshrinkable shedded components
  Heatshrinkable shedded components 
can be used to protect a variety of 
inner substrates against the adverse 
conditions of an outdoor environment. 
They are available in a number of sizes 
and shed configurations, allowing 
creepage and arcing distances to be 
tailored to customer requirements. 

The components are internally coated 
with track resistant sealant which flows 
during heat recovery to prevent the  
formation of air voids and to produce  
a moisture barrier to protect the 
underlying substrates. Typically they  
are used for surge arresters, bushings 
and insulators with either ceramic or 
nonceramic cores. Based on our 
outdoor polymeric material they have 
more than 30 years of established  
service in the field.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION: 

EMAIL: insulators@te.com
TE Technical Support Centers

TE Connectivity Limerick
International Science Centre
Block 1, University Of Limerick (N.T.P.)
Castletroy
Co. Limerick. Ireland

Phone: + 353 61 470 800

te.com/energy
©2016 TE Connectivity Ltd. family of companies. All Rights Reserved. EPP-0892-4/16 

Bowthorpe, Raychem, TE Connectivity and TE Connectivity (logo) are trademarks. Other logos, product and/or company 
names might be trademarks of their respective owners. While TE has made every reasonable effort to ensure the accuracy of the 
information in this brochure, TE does not guarantee that it is error-free, nor does TE make any other representation, warranty 
or guarantee that the information is accurate, correct, reliable or current. TE reserves the right to make any adjustments to the 
information contained herein at any time without notice. TE expressly disclaims all implied warranties regarding the information 
contained herein, including, but not limited to, any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. The 
dimensions in this catalog are for reference purposes only and are subject to change without notice. Specifications are subject 
to change without notice. Consult TE for the latest dimensions and design specifications.
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TYPE Material Mechanical ratin 
(kN) Application

System voltage (kV)

From to

MEDIUM VOLTAGE TENSION INSULATORS

RST (PRI) EVA up to 120 Utility, Railway 1 28

Suspension Porcelain up to 120 Utility, Railway 1 275

MEDIUM VOLTAGE LINE POST INSULATORS 

LP (PLI) EVA up to 14 Utility, Railway 1 52

HSHI Hybrid (Porcelain core  
& polymeric housing) up to 12.5 Utility 1 25

Line Post Porcelain up to 12.5 Utility, Railway 1 72

MEDIUM VOLTAGE STATION POST INSULATORS

RAP (PSI) EVA up to 18 Utility, OEM, Railway 1 52

EPBI EVA up to 4.5 Utility, OEM, Railway 1 36

Station Post Porcelain up to 6 Utility, OEM, Railway 1 72

MEDIUM VOLTAGE PIN INSULATORS

Pin Porcelain up to 13 Utility 1 36

SPOOL INSULATORS

Spool Porcelain up to 20 Utility n.a. n.a.

STRAIN INSULATORS

Strain Porcelain 220 Utility n.a. n.a.

INSULATORS FOR RAILWAY APPLICATION

RRA EVA on request Railway 15 * 25*

CI
Hybrid (Porcelain core & 
polymeric housing)

on request Railway 15 25*

Tension and Strut Porcelain on request Railway 1.5(DC) 25*

* single phase voltage


